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Abstract 
We study the long-term translation and dispersion of a mass distribution carried by an isotropic 
Brownian flow on ~a. We use the variance of the center of mass as a measure of translation and 
the mean of the centered spatial second moments as a measure of dispersion. We find the exact 
growth rates of these quantities in essentially all cases. When the mass distribution is diffuse. 
the rates of growth depend strongly on the degree of compressibility in the flow. For example, 
in two dimensions we show that the variance of the center of mass grows more slowly than 
logarithmically in the incompressible case, while it grows linearly in highly compressible flows. 
Our method involves a detailed analysis of the two-point separation process and uses methods 
developed in a companion paper for the analysis of mean occupation times of one-dimensional 
Markov processes. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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AMS classifications: 60H10; 60G57; 76F05 
1. Introduction and overview of results 
We are interested in the long-term translation and spreading of  a passive tracer 
carried by an isotropic Brownian flow on Na. The initial tracer distribution is given by 
a measure M0 normal ized so that Mo(N a) = 1. The tracer is moved according to the 
flow F, so that a particle starting at x at t ime 0 arrives at Ftx at t ime t. The image of  
M0 under Ft is a random measure Mt which tells the tracer's location at t ime t. 
It is known (see Kunita, 1990, Theorem 4.3.10) that for each compact set A, the ex-- 
pected value of  Mr(A) goes to 0 as t ~ oc,, so the tracer mass is dissipated by the flow. 
We want to know how the mass is dissipated, that is, how Mt develops as a spatial 
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object. In this paper we study two descriptors of Mr: 
ct- -  f Mt(dx)x= /Mo(dx)F,x,  (1.1) 
=_-fM,(dx)(x - c , ) (x -  c,) T = f  o(dx)(F,x - C,)(F,x - C,) T. (1.2) Dt 
We call Ct the centroid or center of mass and Dt the dispersion matrix. We will 
assume, without loss of generality, that Co = 0. The goal of the paper is to say what 
we can about the random variables Ct and Dt as t ~ cx~. 
Our results concern the rate at which E]Ct[ 2 and the trace of the matrix EDt grow 
as t---~eo. The quantity [Ct[ z measures the distance of the centroid from the origin, 
and thus measures the amount of translation of the tracer by the flow. The trace of Dt 
is a single number eflecting how spread out the tracer is relative to its center of mass, 
and so measures dispersion. 
Zirbel and (~inlar (1996a) consider the second moments of Ct and the mean of Dt in 
general Brownian flows, obtaining the formulas we begin with here (see Section 2) and 
some results on growth rates as t---~eo in the isotropic case. Zirbel (1995) considers 
the processes C and D themselves, including the stochastic equations they satisfy and 
computations of their quadratic variations. 
We are motivated by applied problems of the following sort: a tracer (such as 
a quantity of crude oil) falls into a complex fluid flow (such as the ocean during 
stormy weather). We want to understand the motion of the tracer and predict where 
it will go and when. Such problems are studied in statistical turbulence (see Monin 
and Yaglom, 1971, Section 24.3), oceanography (see Davis, 1991), and groundwater 
hydrology (see Dagan, 1990). A common element in these works is that the motion is 
determined by a random velocity field v with known statistical characteristics through 
the trajectory equation (d/ dt )Ft x = v( Ftx, t ). 
Our model departs from these in that our flow F is based on a stochastic differential 
equation which gives the flow a very limited temporal dependence. Heuristically, we 
may say that the flow is determined by a random velocity field which is "f-correlated" 
in time (white noise in time). Such flows appear in the statistical turbulence literature; 
see, for example, Kimura and Kraichnan (1993). The rigorous formulation of this idea 
in terms of Brownian flows and stochastic equations has been developed since roughly 
1980. We provide a brief description and further references in Section 2. 
A perennial topic of interest in the statistical turbulence literature is to find an 
evolution equation for the mean concentration mt (i.e., the density of the mean measure 
of Mr). See, for example, Lipscombe t al. (1991). The equation found is often some 
variant of the heat equation. For Brownian flows this is always the case because of the 
simple temporal dependence. In the isotropic case, we get the heat equation exactly: 
Omt ___ l boAmt ' t >~ O (1.3) 
Ot 
with initial condition m0 =Mo. (The one-point motion, Ftx, t >10, is Brownian motion 
on ~a with Var(Ftix)=bot for some constant b0 >0.)  Eq. (1.3) applies for every flow 
in this article. 
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The virtue of isotropic Brownian flows is that there are many different flows which 
are identical at the level of the mean concentration but which actually treat the mass dis- 
tribution in strikingly different ways. Understanding these differences gives us a frame 
of reference for the problem of mass transport problem due to a classical random 
velocity field. 
Isotropic Brownian flows differ from one another in their two-point motions, (F~x, Fry), 
t >~ 0, for x and y in Ea. These are Markov processes. The quantities we consider here, 
namely the second moments of Ct and the mean of Dr, can be reduced to the study 
of the two-point motion. This is similar to the classical case (see Monin and Yaglom, 
1971, Section 24.3), except that here the law of the two-point motion is known and is 
amenable to exact analysis. 
In fact, we find in Section 2 that we can focus attention on the expected amount 
of  time the pair-separation process Zt = ]Ftx-Ftyl spends in certain regions. This 
process also has the Markov property. The companion article Zirbel (1997) gives 
a general method for finding the asymptotic behavior of  such "occupation times" 
of  one-dimensional Markov processes. It includes a number of  new estimates which 
are crucial for the cases we encounter here. See the end of Section 2 for further 
discussion. 
1.1. Benchmark examples 
It will be useful to keep in mind two extreme examples. 
Example 1.1. (Lock-step motion). Let Bt, t>~O, be a standard Brownian motion on 
Ed starting at 0. The flow F defined by 
Ex=x+Bt ,  t>~0, xE~ d 
is an incompressible isotropic Brownian flow on ~d. It is a trivial case because all 
points move in lock step. In particular, for any initial measure M0 with Co = 0, we 
have 
Ct = Bt, Dt = Do, t >~ O. 
Thus, 
EICtl 2=dt, EDt=Do, t~>0. 
The center of  mass moves like a Brownian particle and there is no dispersion. The 
mean concentration mt still solves Eq. (1.3) with b0= 1. This example is excluded 
from the results below because the spatial correlations in F do not drop off quickly 
enough (in fact, they do not drop off at all). Nevertheless, it sets the standard for how 
fast the centroid can move: EICtI 2 can grow no faster than b0 dt. 
Example 1.2. (Independent motion). Suppose the initial measure M0 is purely atomic, 
with n atoms of equal mass. Allow each atom to move according to a standard Brown- 
ian motion, and let these be mutually independent. Let Mt be the measure formed 
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by the atoms at time t. Then we have 
E 'Ct '2=l  EDt=Do+(1-1)  tl, t>/O, 
where I is the identity matrix. There is no flow F, but we can think of this case as the 
limit of flows with ever shorter spatial correlation length. Dispersion ow grows linearly 
in time, but the center of mass moves slowly when the number of atoms is large. The 
mean concentration mt solves the heat equation (1.3) with b0 = 1. This example sets 
the standard for how fast dispersion can grow: trEDt can grow no faster than bo dt. 
1.2. Overview of results 
In order to simplify the discussion of the results, we will assume for now that M0 
is diffuse (i.e., M0({x})=0 for all x in ~d). The precise statements of the results 
(Theorems 4.1, 4.4, 6.1 and 7.1) allow Mo to have an atomic component, which has 
the effect of adding linear terms to the behavior we will see here. We also assume that 
the one-point motion is a standard Brownian motion, so the constant b0 appearing in 
(1.3) equals 1. 
The precise conditions for these results are listed in Sections 4, 6, and 7. Roughly 
speaking, the spatial correlations in F must decay quickly enough (like 1/r 2), the initial 
measure M0 must be somewhat localized in space, and in some cases, it must not have 
strong concentrations of mass (apart from the atoms). 
The results are broken into several cases depending on the spatial dimension d and 
the sign of the top Lyapunov exponent 2 of the flow, defined in (3.6) below. The sign of 
2 is closely connected to the two-point motion: For an isotropic Brownian flow on ~d, 
2/>0 if and only if P( t l im ]F t tx -F tY l :0 )=0,  
2<0 if and only if P(t~lim IF tx -F ty l=0)>0,  
where x and y are distinct points in ~d. In this manner, our results can be understood 
in terms of the possibility that the distance between two points in the flow converges 
to 0. (One caveat: we give no results for the boundary case 2 = 0, so we must take 
care in applying the first condition.) 
A flow F is said to be incompressible if it preserves Lebesgue measure on ~d; that 
is, with probability one, 
Leb(FtA)=Leb(A) for all t~>0, all Borel A C_ ~d. 
Non-trivial incompressible flows have 2 > 0, and so fall into the first category above. 
The trivial flow of Example 1.1 has 2 = 0. 
First, consider flows with 2 > 0. This includes all non-trivial incompressible flows. 
For d/> 3, we have 
EIctIE <~A1, t >O, 
tr EDt ~ dt, t --~ ~,  
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where A1 is a finite constant. The precise result and the definition of  A1 are given in 
Theorem 4.1. As a consequence of the first statement, he centroid Ct converges almost 
surely to a random vector C~. Heuristically, the mass distribution spreads as quickly 
as possible (since tr EDt grows linearly), but it translates very little - so little in fact 
that the center of mass essentially ceases to move for large t. 
This remarkable result depends crucially on the assumption that M0 is diffuse. I f  M0 
has even a small atomic component, the center of mass will not converge; rather, its 
second moment will grow linearly in time. 
Suppose now that d=2 and the flow F is incompressible (so that 2>0) .  We find 
in Section 6 that 
EICt [Z=o( logt ) ,  t---~cxD, 
tr EDt ~ 2t, t ~ cx~. 
Translation of  the center of  mass is still very weak in this case while dispersion is 
strong. The exact rate of  growth of  EICtl 2 is not known. When d=2 and 2>0 but 
the flow is compressible (does not preserve Lebesgue measure), 
EIC, I 2 ~A21ogt, t--~oe, 
tr EDt ,~ 2t, t -~ cx~. 
Thus, introducing compressibility into the flow increases the amount of  translation of 
the mass distribution, but does not reduce dispersion (to first order). 
Next, consider flows with 2 < 0. In Section 7 we show that, for d = 2, 
EIC, I 2 ~ 2t, t---~ cx~, 
t 
t rEDt~A3 lo~gt' t - - -~ ,  
where A3 is a finite constant. Thus, making 2 cross 0 to negative values results in the 
center of mass having a second moment which increases linearly, as it does for the 
pace-setting lock-step motion of  Example 1.1. Dispersion relative to the center of mass 
is of  a lower order than it is for flows with positive top Lyapunov exponent. 
The two remaining cases are treated elsewhere. For d = 3 and 2 <0,  Zirbel and 
~inlar (1996a, Proposition 3.5) shows that 
EfC, t2~(3-  A4)t, t--+cx~, 
tr EDt ~ A4t, t --~ ~,  
where A4 is a constant with 0<A4<3.  For the case d= 1 and 2<0,  Zirbel (1993, 
Theorem 2.20) shows that 
E]Ct[2 ~ t, t---* cx~, 
EDt = As(t)x/t, t --~ e~, 
where O<a<~As(t)<~b for all t large enough, a and b being finite constants. 
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There are no isotropic Brownian flows with d = 1 and 2 > 0 or with d > 3 and 2 < 0, 
so we have exhausted essentially all the cases. The case 2 = 0 has been systematically 
excluded, although it could be treated using the methods in this paper if so desired. 
The example in Section 6 of Zirbel (1997) suggests that in the two-dimensional case 
we might have EICtl 2 ~A6v~logt  as t - - -~ ,  which would be intermediate between 
the rates for 2 > 0 and 2 < 0. 
1.3. Overview of  the paper 
Section 2 contains background material on Brownian flows and formulas for the 
second moments of Ct and the mean of Dr. These are written in terms of an expected 
occupation time of the pair-distance process Zt = IFtx-Ftyl, which is a one-dimensional 
diffusion. 
Sections 3 and 5 compile technical results concerning the separation process Z. 
Sections 4, 6, and 7 use these results and the methods of Zirbel (1997) to prove the 
main results of the paper (Theorems 4.1, 6.1, and 7.1). 
2. Random measures on isotropic Brownian flows 
A Brownian flow on Nd is a collection {Fst, 0~<s~<t<~x~} of random homeomor- 
phisms from Nd to Nd with the following properties: 
(i) F~t o F~s=Frt, O<<.r<~s<<.t, 
(ii) F~s is the identity mapping for each s>~0, 
(iii) the mapping (s, t,x) H F~tx is continuous almost surely, 
(iv) Ft, t2 . . . . .  Ft,_,t, are independent when tl ~<t2 ~<.-- ~<tn. 
In the remainder of this article we will consider only the maps F0t, t/> 0. For brevity, 
we will write Ft in place of F0t. 
The Brownian flows we consider are solutions of the stochastic differential equation 
dFtx = u(Ftx) dt + U(Ftx, dt), (2.1) 
where u is a deterministic vector field on ~d and U is a continuous Gaussian random 
vector field with mean 0 and covariance 
Cov(Ui(x, s), UJ(y, t)) -= aiJ(x, y)  min(s, t). 
The functions u and a characterize F; they are called the drift and covariance of the 
flow. 
The precise meaning of (2.1) is given in Kunita (1990) in terms of stochastic integral 
equations. Various interpretations of the equation are discussed in Zirbel and ffinlar 
(1996b). It is appropriate to think of the motion as being driven by a classical velocity 
field u plus a spatially correlated "white noise" term U(Ftx, dt). 
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2.1. Isotropic Brownian flows 
Isotropic Brownian flows were introduced and studied by Baxendale and Harris 
(1986) and Le Jan (1985). They are Brownian flows with 
u(x) = O, a(x, y) = b(x - y), x, 3' E Ncl 
where b is an isotropic covariance tensor, that is, GVb(Gz)G = b(z) for every orthogo- 
nal matrix G and every z in R a. These conditions insure that the law of F is invariant 
under translations, rotations, and reflections of Nd. 
In two or more dimensions, isotropy requires b to have the form 
ZtZ j 
b'Y(z)=bN(lZl)6ij + ~-(bL( lz l )  -- bN(lzl)), z~ R d. (2.2) 
(See Yaglom, 1957 or Yaglom, 1987, Section 22.) The scalar functions bL and bN 
are given by explicit formulae in terms of finite measures 4~p and 4~s on (0, oc) (see 
Baxendale and Harris, 1986, Eq. (2.16) or Zirbel and Cinlar, 1996b, Eq. (2.24)). By 
varying our choices of ~p and 4~s, we may change the degree of compressibility in
the flow. 
In this paper we will assume that d/> 2 and that b satisfies the following condition, 
which guarantees that Ft is a Cl-diffeomorphism almost surely. 
Condition 2.1. The functions bL and bN are  C4-functions decaying to 0 at vc. 
The restriction that the covariance b decay to 0 at oc can be weakened. Suppose 
that F is an isotropic flow satisfying Condition 2.1, and let B be a standard Brownian 
motion on Nd, and let #0>0 be a constant. Define a flow f by Ftx=F~x + x/~Bt. 
Then P~ is isotropic with covariance 1)iJ(z)= biJ(z)+ l~o6ii. Moreover, the centroid and 
dispersion matrix under ff are related to those under F by 
(~t = Cl + x/~Bt, /)t =Dr, (2.3) 
with B independent of C. 
Of central concern in this paper is the pair-distance or separation process Z, defined 
for fixed x and y in Nd by 
Z , - I F tx  - Fty[, t>~0. (2.4) 
Because of isotropy, Z is a diffusion on [0, oc), with 0 inaccessible from (0, oc). See 
Section 3 for more information. 
2.2. Centroid and dispersion 
Suppose that f mo(dx)lx[2< 0(3. The results of Zirbel (1995) show that the processes 
C and D defined in (1.1) and (1.2) are well defined and continuous. Moreover, C is 
a square-integrable martingale with mean 0. 
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We will need the following formulas for the covariance of Ct and the mean of Dt 
(see Zirbel and (~inlar, 1996a or Zirbel, 1995): 
Cov(C~, C{)= / Mo(dx) f Mo(dy)E fotds biJ(F~x - F~y), (2.5) 
EDI j =Di~ + boaijt - Cov(C~, CtJ). (2.6) 
A particularly convenient expression arises if we consider the expected value of ]Ct] 2, 
where [-I denotes the vector norm: 
d d 
e lc ,  l' = E(c ; ) '  = cow(C;, c;)  
i=1 i=1 
/ / /; = M0(dx) Mo(dy)E ds((a - -  1)bN q- bL)( lFsx  - F~yl) .  (2.7) 
Thus, this measure of the second moment of Ct depends only on the separation process 
Z, - -  IFtx - FtYl. The trace of EDt may be treated the same way, since 
d 
tr ED, = ~ ED~ i = trD0 + bo dt - E[Ct[  2, (2.8) 
i=1 
by (2.6). 
A more compact expression will also be useful. Define a measure p on [0, oo) by 
specifying the integral ph of each Borel function h: [0,+c~z)--~ [0, +oo) with respect 
to p: 
ph=- f[o,~)p(dz)h(z)= f Mo(dx) f Mo(dy)h(lx-yl). (2.9) 
Note that if M0 has an atomic component, p will have an atom at 0. Set Po =p({0}). 
Then P0 is the sum of the squares of the masses of the atoms of M0. If  M0 is diffuse, 
then P0 = 0. 
We may write E[Ct[ 2 in terms of p and the separation process Z as follows: 
/0' EIc,  I 2 = p(dz)E z dsf(Zs), (2.10) ,~o) 
where f = (d - 1 )bu + bL and the superscript z of E z means Z0 = z almost surely. This 
is an expected occupation time of Z, where Z has initial distribution p and "occupation 
time" is measured according to the function f .  It will be useful to separate out the 
atoms by writing this as 
E[Ct[2=bodpot + f(o,~)p(dz)EZ fotdsf(Zs), (2.11) 
which is true since Z0 = 0 implies Zt = 0 for all t >0. 
Techniques for studying such occupation times are developed in the companion ar- 
ticle Zirbel (1997). Note that the support of f is all of [0, oo) and the support of p 
includes 0 and extends as far as the diameter of the support of M0. 
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Here is a brief explanation of how we will use the results of Zirbel (1997). Ref- 
erences are to sections in that article. Let us denote the expected occupation time in 
(2.11) by L(t). The asymptotic behavior of L near +oc is connected to the behavior 
of its Laplace-Stieltjes transform/~ near 0 via the Tauberian theorem (Section 1 ). The 
transform/~ has the decomposition 
L(°~l=h(~)ld(0,~) P(dz)J(0,c~) 91(zAY'°~)92(zVY'°~)f(T lM(dy) '  (2.12) 
where M is the speed measure of Z and the functions h, 91, and v2 are defined solely 
in terms of Z (Section 2). The asymptotic behavior of h(~) as ~ ~ 0 can be found 
by examining the speed and scale of Z near 0 and +oc (Section 3). Because f is 
supported on [0, o o), we must get bounds on vl(z,~) and v2(z, ~) as z---* 0 and z ~ ~x~ 
in order to analyze the double integral in (2.12) as ~-~ 0. This can be done (Sections 
4 and 5), but may require more information about Z than just the asymptotic behavior 
of the speed and scale. 
3. Separation process - speed and scale 
This is a technical section concerning the separation process Zt = IF tx -  Fty[. The 
main reference is Section 3 of Baxendale and Harris (1986). 
In Eq. (2.11), we wrote EICtl 2 and trEDt in terms of an expected occupation 
time of Z. This can be studied using the method of Zirbel (1997). For the case of a 
three-dimensional flow with 2>0 (Section 4), it suffices to know the asymptotics of 
the speed and scale of Z at 0 and oo. We quote these in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. We 
add some exact computations for incompressible flows (Proposition 3.3) to be used in 
Sections 4 and 6. 
From the form of its generator, we can consider the separation process to be a strong 
solution of the stochastic differential equation 
dZt = a(Zt) dWt + #(Zt) dt, (3.1) 
where W is a one-dimensional Wiener process, and 
a (z )= v/Z(b0 - bL(z)), #(z)= 1-(d - 1)(b 0 - bu(z)), (3.2) 
z 
where bL and bu are  related to the covariance of the flow (see (2.2)). The functions 
bL and bN are  quadratic near 0: 
1 2 bo- -bL (z )~ l f l L  z2, bo - -bN(z )~f lNZ , z---~O, (3.3) 
where both /~L and flU are strictly positive constants. Thus both a and # are approxi- 
mately linear near the origin: 
o(z),-'JV/~LZ, #(z)". j l (d - l)/~uz, z-->0. (3.4) 
Also, since bL and bN decay to 0 at +:xD by Condition 2.1, 
~(z)  ~ 2x/2v/2~0, #(z ) -  (d - l )b0 z ~ ~.  (3.5) 
Z 
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Finally, the functions a and p are strictly positive on (0, oo) since bL and bN are less 
than b0 on this set. 
The top Lyapunov exponent 2 of the flow is given by 
= l ( (d  - l)flN -- ilL). (3.6) 
From Eq. (2.13) of Baxendale and Harris (1986), we have 
d - ~<2~< dilL, 6 4ill (3.7) 
with 2 = (d/2)fiL for an incompressible flow. 
The point 0 is inaccessible from (0, ~) ,  so Z is a continuous, regular, strong Markov 
process on the interval (0, e~). As such, it satisfies the conditions of Section 2 of 
Zirbel (1997). Note also that we can modify the speed measure M of Z so that it 
is inextensible; see Section 3 of Zirbel (1997). This modification does not affect the 
behavior of Z. 
The scale function s and the density m of the speed measure of Z satisfy 
s ' (z)=exp - re(z)= 2(z)sl(z), 0<z<oo.  (3.8) 
The number z0 is arbitrary but must be held fixed. This specifies up to additive and 
multiplicative constants and determines m up to a multiplicative constant. The values 
of these constants do not affect any of the final results of the paper (as one would 
expect). 
3.1. Asymptotics of  speed and scale 
We quote the asymptotic behavior of s~,s, and m as z--+ 0 and as z ~ oo from 
pp. 1162-1163 of Baxendale and Harris (1986). For notational convenience, define 
v = 22/flL. The constant z0 is chosen to make the constants in the first result work out 
nicely. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose d>,2. As z-+0,  s l (z )~ 1/z v+~, m(z)~(2/ f lL )z  v-~, and 
c /f 2<0,  
logz zf 2 = 0, S(Z ) r~ 
where C is a finite constant. 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose d>~2. As z---~c~, s ' ( z )~Kz  l-d, m(z )~zd- l /Kbo ,  and 
s (z )~f  K logz  i f  d=2,  
[C  1 if d>2,  
where C' and K are finite constants. 
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3.2. Speed and scale in incompressible flows 
We can get an exact expression for s ~ and m in the incompressible case. This will 
be used in Sections 4 and 6. Note that 2 = (d/2)/~L and so v = d in this case. 
Proposition 3.3. Let d>~2 and suppose F is incompressible. Then zo can be chosen 
so that 
1 
J (Z )=zd  l (bo_bL(z)) ,  m(z)=z d-l, z>0.  
Moreover, if l imz~ zabL(z) = O, then, 
~o :'c m(z)((d - )bu(z) + bL(z)) = dz 1 O. 
Proof. First let us note that, in the incompressible case, 
zb~(z) = (d - 1 )(bu(z ) - -  bL(Z)). (3.9) 
See Yaglom (1987), Eq. (4.176) of Section 22 or Zirbel and ~inlar (1996a). 
From (3.8), we have Zz 
dy(d - 1)(bo - bN(y)) logs'(z) 
, y (bo  - bLO' ) )  
It can be verified by differentiation that this equals 
logzd- l (bo  - bt~(z))/C, 
where C ,t-1 =z  0 (bo-bL(zo)). We may choose z0 so that C= 1, which yields the claims 
made concerning s' and m. 
For the last claim, note that, by (3.9), 
d(zdbl~(z)) =zJ - I ( (d  - 1)bN(Z) + bL(z)). 
Thus, since m(z)=z  d-l, 
fo~dzm(z)((d-l)bN(z)+bL(z))=fo~dzd(zJb,~(z)) 
= lim zabt~(z) - O, 
which equals 0 by our assumption on the decay of  b~. 
4. Centroid and dispersion for d >~ 3 and 2 > 0 
In this section, we consider isotropic Brownian flows in three or more dimensions and 
with strictly positive top Lyapunov exponent. We find the exact limit of the deviation 
of EIC, I 2 and trEDt from their linear asymptotes. Going a little further, we obtain 
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finite bounds on the deviations of Cov(C[, Ct )) and EDI j from their linear asymptotes. 
These results improve greatly on the bound on the deviation from linearity given in 
Zirbel and ~inlar (1996a), which was of the form Ax/t. 
For Theorem 4.1, we assume that the covariance b satisfies the decay condition: 
o ~ dzz[(d - 1)bu(z) + bL(z)l < +~.  (4.1) 
Essentially, we need bL and bN to decay faster than 1/z 2 as z ~ oo. Also, we require 
M0 to satisfy 
/ L ,x' Mo(dx) xMO(dy)log + y-~-] < +oo (4.2) 
where log+z--max(0,1ogz). This says that the diffuse component of M0 must not 
have strong concentrations of mass, but does not prevent M0 from having an atomic 
component. 
We recall that s denotes the scale function of the separation process Zt : IFtx -F ty l ,  
and m is the density of the speed measure of Z. Lemma 3.2 shows that s(cx~)< c~. 
Let P0 be the sum of the squares of the masses of the atoms of M0. If M0 is diffuse, 
then P0 = 0. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose d~>3, 2 > 0, and conditions (4.1) and (4.2) hold. Then, 
lim EICtl z - bodpot =A~, 
l - -+ 0¢3 
lim tr EDt - trDo - bod(1 - po)t = -A1,  
where A1 is a finite constant equal to 
f Mo(dx)  fy#y0 (dy) fo°~dzm(z)( (d-1)bN(Z)+ bL(z))(s(oo) - s(Ix - Yl Vz)). 
Remark 4.2. If the flow is incompressible, we may substitute m(z)=z  d- l ,  subject o 
the normalization of s in Proposition 3.3. If, in addition, limz~o~ zdbL(z)= O, we may 
replace s(cx~) with 0 in the definition of A1. See Proposition 3.3. 
When M0 is diffuse, the linear term subtracted from EICt] 2 vanishes, with the fol- 
lowing consequence: 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose d~>3, 2 > 0, Mo is diffuse and satisfies (4.2), and b satisfies 
(4.1). Then, Elft l  z is increasin9 and 
lim EICtl 2 =Al,  
t - -+O~ 
lim tr EDt - tr Do - bodt = --Al. 
t----* ~ 
Moreover, the martingale Ct converges almost surely as t--* oo to a random vector 
Co~ with mean 0 and EICool 2 =Al .  
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Proofi The process C~, t~>0 is a square-integrable martingale, so EIC]I 2 is increasing 
and bounded by ml (by Theorem 4.1). Thus C] converges almost surely as t-+cx~ to 
some C/ .  Moreover, the submartingale (C~) 2, t>~0 is uniformly bounded in L x and 
so converges in L 1, yielding EC~ =0 and EIC~] 2 =AI.  [Z 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose d~>3, 2 > 0, and Mo satisfies (4.2). Suppose the covariance b 
satisfies 
fo ~ ÷ bN(Z)l ) < +~.  (4 33 dzz(IbL(z) 
Then for all t >~O and i,j = 1 .. . . .  d, we have 
ICov(C~, C/ ) - boPot fij[ <<.A' 1, (4.41) 
IEDI j - D~ - b0(1 - p0)trijl ~A'l, (4.5) 
where A' 1 is a finite constant equal to 
/ L f M0(dx) xMO(dy) dzm(z)(2lbN(Z) l  + IbL(Z)t)(s(oo) -- s(lx -- ylA z)). 
The proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 begin by writing the deviation from linearity in 
terms of an expected occupation time of the separation process Z. Lemma 4.5 below 
gives a formula for the limit of this expected occupation time as t ~ oo. Lemma 4.6 
goes on to give conditions under which the limit is finite. These are satisfied by virtue 
of our assumptions on b and M0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Recall from (2.11) that 
f0 /0 EIc, I 2 = bodpot + p(dz )E  z ds f (Z , ) ,  ,cx~) 
where f = (d - 1)bN + bL. Also, by (2.8), 
tr EDt - trD0 - b0d(1 - po)t = -EICtl 2 + bodpot, 
so both claims of the theorem are about the limit of the expected occupation time 
above. 
Write f in terms of its positive and negative parts: f = f+ - f - .  By Lemma 4.5 
below, 
tim [ p(dz)EZ fotds f+(Z,)  
t ~ J(o,~) 
= f(o,~)P(dZ) fo~dY f+(Y)m(y)(s(cx~)- s(z V Y)) , 
and by Lemma 4.6 and our assumptions (4.1) and (4.2), this expression is finite for 
f+  and f - .  Subtracting the two gives the result claimed. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 4.4. Fix t~>0 and i , j=  1 . . . . .  d. Recall from (2.5) that 
Cov(C/,C/)=boPot~ij + f Mo(dX) LxMO(dy)E fotdsb°(Fsx- Fsy). 
We have separated out the linear term caused by the atomic component of M0 (if any). 
Let us define J ( t )  by 
J ( t )  = [Cov(Ct/, C j) - boPotfijl 
= f Mo(dX) LxMO(dy)E fotdSbiJ(F~x- F~y) . (4.6) 
Note that, by (2.6), we have J ( t )= [EDI j -D~ j -bo(1 -po)tbij]. Define A~ as in the 
statement of Theorem 4.4. The claim of the theorem is that J(t)<~At~. 
From the special form (2.2) of b, we have 
[biJ(v)[ ~<2[bN(lv[)l + IbL(Ivl)l, v E ~d. 
Set f = 21bNI + IbLI. Then, 
/ L /0' J ( t )  ~ M0(dx) xMO(dy)E dsf(lF~x - F~y[) 
L /0' = p(dz)E z ds f(Zs), ,cx~) 
where p is the measure defined in (2.9), E z is the expectation under which Z0 =z  
almost surely, and Z is the separation process of Section 3. 
This occupation time of Z is increasing with t. A formula for its limit is given in 
Lemma 4.5; this coincides with the definition of All . Lemma 4.6 shows that A~ is finite, 
since we assumed that fo  dzzf(z) < e~. [] 
The following lemma is stated in the general setting of Zirbel (1997). The process 
X is assumed to be a continuous, regular, strong Markov process on an interval I C_ ~, 
having scale s and speed measure M. If the left endpoint f is a regular boundary point, 
it must be absorbing, and similarly for the fight endpoint r. The process Z satisfies 
these conditions, and it satisfies the additional conditions of the lemma by virtue of 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
Lemma 4.5. Let X be as above. Suppose that s(()=-cxD, s(r) < oo and M[c,r)= 
+ oo. Let f :I ~ ~ be a non-negative Borelfunction. Then for all x E (f,r), 
Io E x dt f(Xt) = s(r) - s(x V y))f(y)M(dy). 
Proof. By the decomposition (2.2) of Zirbel (1997), 
/5 S E c d te -~t f (Xt )=h(~)  vl(c/~ y,~)v2(c k~ y ,~) f (y )M(dy) ,  
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where cC( ( , r )  is a fixed reference point. Eq. (3.4) of Zirbel (1997) shows that 
h(a)---~s(r)-  s(c) as c~---~0. Also, vl(c A y,~) increases to 1 and v2(c V Y,:0 in- 
creases to ( s ( r ) -  s(c V y ) ) / ( s ( r ) - s (c ) )  by (2.9) and (2.10) of Zirbel (1997). Thus, 
by the monotone convergence theorem, 
fo ~ fl s(r) - s(c V y) E c , dt J(Xt) = (s(r) - s(c)) , ~(~) Zs~ f (y )M(dy)  
= f (s ( r )  - s(c v y)) f(y)M(dy).  
The functions in this expression are defined without reference to c. Since the choice 
of c E ( ( , r )  is arbitrary, we may now substitute x for c. E~ 
We return to consideration of the separation process Z. 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose d>~3, 2 > 0, and Mo satisfies (4.2). Let f be a non-negative, 
bounded, Borel function satisfying fo dzz f (z )  < +oc. Then, 
fw,  p(dz) f dy f (y )m(y) (s (cx~)-  s(zV y)) (4.7) 
is finite, where p is the measure defined in (2.9). 
Proof. Note that the inside integral is decreasing as a function of z. We will bound 
its growth as z --~ O. Suppose for definiteness that z ~< 1. Then, 
fo x dy J ' (y)m(y)(s(oc) - s(z y)) V 
,/o' ,/o = s(oc dy f (y )m(y)  - s(z dy f (y )m(y)  
/' 
- dy f (y )m(y)s (y )  + dy f (y )m(y) (s (ac)  - s(y)). (4.8) 
Z 
Now for y~<l, the boundedness of f and Lemma 3.1 give f (y)m(y)<~Cly" i and 
- s (y )  <. C2y -v for positive C1 and C> Thus, the first three terms are bounded above 
by 
[ s(cx~)C1 ~ dyy  v-I + C1Czz-" dyy  v-1 + CIC2 dyyV- ly  -v 
,I0 • z 
= s(oo)C11 + CIC21- + CIC2 log 1 
Y Y Z 
The first two are finite since v = 22/ill > 0 by assumption. For the fourth term in (4.8), 
note that by Lemma 3.2, m(y)<<.C3y d-I for y>~l and 
i s ~'~ dC42y2-d, s (~)  - s (y )= dxs'(x)<~C4 dxx 1 d_  y>~ 1. 
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Thus, the fourth term in (4.8) is less than 
C3C4 j °° C3C4 S°° 
d--2 dyf(y)ya- ly2-a - d -2  dyf(y)y,  
which we assumed to be finite. 
Using these bounds, the quantity in (4.7) is less than 
f(o, oo)P(dz)(Cs+C1C21°gz~) ' 
which is finite by assumption (4.2). This completes the proof. [] 
5. The separation process in two dimensions 
We continue the project begun in Section 3, namely, collecting technical results 
concerning the separation process Zt = [Ftx-  Fty[. We confine the discussion to two- 
dimensional flows. The estimates we obtain here will be used in Sections 6 and 7 to 
establish the asymptotic behavior of EIC, I 2 and tr EDt in two-dimensional flows. 
Throughout his section, c is a fixed reference location in (0,oo). Here are a few 
facts concerning vl and v2, taken from Section 2 of Zirbel (1997). For each ~ > 0, 
Vl(Z,a) is increasing in z and v2(z,~) is decreasing in z. They are normalized by 
Vl(C, 0 0 = V2(C,~ ) = 1. Suppose that z>~c. Then as ct decreases, vl(z, or) decreases and 
v2(z, ct) increases. On the other hand, if z<~c, then Vl(Z,~) increases while Vz(Z,~) 
decreases as ct decreases. 
5.1. Behavior of h(~) as ~x---+O 
In Section 3 of Zirbel (1997), the function h is written as 
1 1 1 
h(~) - h+(~ + h_(~---~" 
The asymptotic behavior of h+(~) as ~--*0 can be found from knowledge of the 
asymptotics of the speed and scale of Z near c~. Similarly, h_ can be found from 
s and m near 0. 
From Lemma 3.2, we have s(z),,~Klogz and m(z)~z/Kbo as z---+oo. Thus, the 
speed measure M satisfies M[c,z] ~z2/2Kbo. Let 9(x)= (K/2)log x. Then 
lim g(s(z)M[c,z]) _ lira K logs(z) + logM[c,z]/z 2+ logz 2 = 1, 
z--,oo s (z )  z-- ,~ 2 s (z )  
so by Theorem 3.4 of Zirbel (1997), h+(oO,~g(1/~)=(K/2)log 1/~ as ~---~0. 
The behavior of h_(~) as ~ ~ 0 depends on the sign of 2. Eq. (3.5) of Zirbel (1997) 
is 
lim h_(~) = s(c) - s(O). 
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When 2 <0,  s(0) is finite by Lemma 3.1, so h_(~) has a finite limit. When )~ > 0, 
Lemma 3.1 implies that M(O,c) is finite and s(z)---~-cxD as z---~0. Letting ,q(x)=: 
x/M(O, c), 
lim 9( -s (z )M(z ,  c)) = lim M(z, c) _ 1, 
z~O -s (z )  z--,o m(o, c) 
so by Corollary 3.6 of  Zirbel (1997), h_ (~)~9(1 /~)=M(O,c ) /~ as ~ ~ 0. 
The implications for h are clear. We summarize them in a lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose d = 2. I f  2 < O, then h(a) ~ s(c) - s(O) as ~ -+ O. I f  ~ > O, then 
h(cQ ~ (K/2) log 1/7 as ~ ~ O, where K = limz-~:, s(z)/logz. 
5.2. Growth of  vl(z, ct) as z - - -~  
To obtain bounds on V l(Z, a) for z >~ c, first observe that the speed and scale of Z have 
the same asymptotic behavior as the speed and scale of  the BES 2 process as z -+ vc:. 
Indeed, the speed and scale of the BES 2 process satisfy 
1 
~'(z) = - ,  th(z) = 2z. 
z 
In addition, the analogous function vl equals I o (x /~x) / lo (x /~c) .  See Example 2.1 of 
Zirbel (1997) for details. Lemma 3.2 shows that sf/g ' and m/rh have finite limits at 
+cx~. Corollary 4.3 of  Zirbel (1997) allows us to conclude that there exist constants 
R1 and R2 and functions Bl(a) and B2(~) such that 
BI (T )~ x/~z) . . . . . . .  Io(R2v/~z) v~e) ~Vl tZ ,~>~2t~~ (5.1) 
for all ~ > 0 and z ~> e. 
5.3. Growth of  v2(z, ct) as z --+ 0 
We will use the method employed above to find upper and lower bounds on v2(z, ~,) 
for z near 0. To find a process Z suitable for comparison to Z, recall the stochastic 
differential equation (3.1) for Z. The coefficients cr and # are approximately linear 
near 0, so we take Z to be generated by the linear approximation: 
dZ, t = X/~L 2t dWt + ½(d - 1)flNZt dt. 
It is easy to see that the scale function g of 2 satisfies 
~'(z)=exp - dy( d Z 1)fiN'S= 1 
flLy ] zv+l, 0<z<e<:~, 
where 
(d - 1) f lU 22 
v- -  1 - -~- -  
as in Lemma 3.1. The density th of  the speed measure of 2 is th(z)=(2/f lL)z ~-l 
Clearly, from Lemma 3.1, s'/g' and rn/th have finite limits at 0. 
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Let ~ denote the generator of Z. The function vz is the unique decreasing solution 
of the differential equation ff11 = cw satisfying ~2(c,~)= 1 (see Section 2 of Zirbel, 
1997). This equation is 
1 o 2 tt ~pL z I) q- l (d  - 1)fluZ11' -- 0~v=O.  
The solutions are of the form v(z,~)=z 7i(~), where 
~±(~): ~ -v  + + ~ 
Now v2 is decreasing and ~2(c, a )= 1, so we must have 
(z]7-(~) 
~2(z,~)= c j , 0<z<~.  
By Corollary 4.3 of Zirbel (1997), for some constants R3 and R4 and functions B3(cQ 
and B4(~), we have 
B3( ~ )z 7-(R3~) <~ 112(z, ~ ) ~ B4( o~ )z 7-(R4°:) (5.2) 
for all ~ > 0 and z in (0, c]. 
5.4. Decay of112(Z ,~ ) as  Z---+OQ 
It will be necessary to have upper and lower bounds on v2(z, or) as z ~ oe for the 
analysis of two-dimensional f ows with negative top Lyapunov exponent (Section 7). 
We do this in two steps. First, we define an auxiliary process Y by Yt = qS(Zt) for 
a function q5 chosen to make the diffusion coefficient of Y simpler than the dif- 
fusion coefficient a of Z. Second, we bound the drift of  Y above and below by 
a simpler drift and let I 7 be a process with the same diffusion coefficient as Y, but 
with the simpler drift. Both Y and I ~ have a decomposition of the form (2.12), with 
u2 and ~2 in place of v2. We can bound u2 above and below by fi2 using Propo- 
sition 5.1 of Zirbel (1997). Unraveling the change of variables gives the bounds 
on 112 .
Recall from (3.1) that Z satisfies the stochastic differential equation dZt = ~r(Zt)d Wt + 
#(Zt) dt. Define a function q~ by 
f ~ dx q~(z)= ~r(x)' 0 <z  < oc. (5.3) 
Note that ~b is strictly increasing and maps (0, oc) to ~. Suppose Z0 > 0. Define a new 
process Y by Yt = c/)(Zt). Using lt6's Lemma we find that Y satisfies 
dY, =dW, + ~(Y,) dt, 
where r/ is defined implicitly by the relation 
rl(q~(z) ) = 2p(z) + bE(z), 0 < z < c~. (5.4) 
2o'(z) 
The following lemma shows that the drift q of Y is bounded above and below by the 
drift of  a shifted BES 2 process. 
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Lemma 5.2. Let d = 2. Suppose that limz__+oo zb'L(z)= 0 and 
fo x° Ihx(z)  -- bL(Z ) -- < 0(2, dz zb~(z ) l  
f ~ d= I2&(z) b~(z) " - - zbL(z)l < OG. 
Then there exist.finite constants y* and 3 such that y* > 6 > 0 and 
I 1 
- -  <~ ~l( y ) <<. - -  y >~ y* . 2(y + 6) 2(y - 6) '  
Proof. The assertion is equivalent o 
1 1 
~< ~(4,(z)) ~ q~(z) >-y*, 
2(~(~) + 6) 2(~(z) - 6t' 
which is the same as 
2,~(~(z)) 4~(z) <~6, cb(z)> y*. 
Let h be the function inside the absolute value bars. We claim that [h(z)l is bounded 
for z greater than some £. 
Write h as h(z )=z0 . /=-  (a, where n(z )=2bo-  2bN(z)+Zb'L(Z). As z ~ ~,  b,v(z) 
converges to 0 by Condition 2.1 and zb'r(z ) converges to 0 by the first assumption of 
the lemma. Thus, ~z(z) converges to 2b0 as z + ~o, so we can pick a point £ such that 
~(z) > 0 for all z>~$. Clearly, for z>~2 we have 
[h(z)l ~< ]h(~) I + dx Ih'(x)]. 
Set ,5 equal to the right side of this expression. We will show that 6 < ec. 
First compute h', noting that 0.0.'=--bL: 
h' = ( ~ ÷ z0.')~ - z0.n' 1 
/r 2 o- 
1 
- -  [7"['(0 .2 ÷ Z0.0.; - -  7l:) - -  Z0.2~ / ] 
7[20. 
l 
-- ~2012n(bN -- bL -- zffr) + z0.2(2b~v • - b~L -- ZffL')]. 
Take the absolute value, use the triangle inequality, recall that 0. is bounded above and 
below and 7z is bounded below for z ~>£, and integrate from 2 to oo. The result is finite 
by our assumptions on bL and bN, SO /5 is finite. 
We have shown that Ih(z)[~6 < oo for all z>~£. Now set y* = (6V ~b(~)) + 1. Then 
[h(z)j<~6 for z such that (o(z)>.y*, and also y* >/5. % 
Propos i t ion  5.3. Under the conditions of  the preceding lemma, there exist finite con- 
stants z* and 6 such that dp(z*) >/5>...0 and for all ~ > 0 and z>~z*, 
Ko(v/~(dp(z) - /5 ) )  v2(z, :~) K0(v/~(qS(z) + 6)) <~--<~ 
K0(v/2~(~b(z *) - /5) )  v2(z*,zQ K0(x/'~(q~(z*) +/5))" 
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Proof. We show the lower bound; the upper bound is similar. By the preceding lemma, 
the drift r/ of Y is bounded above by 1/2(y - 6) for y>~y*. Let I7 solve 
I 
dirt =dWt + dt. 2(]7t - 6) 
By Proposition 5.1 of Zirbel (1997), 
uz(y, oO u2(y,~) <~ - -  y >~ y* .  
fi2(Y*,~) u2(y*,~)'  
Now I 7 is a BES 2 process shifted by 6, and by Example 2.1 of Zirbel (1997), the 
function u2(y, ~) is equal to Ko(V '~(y  - 6))/Ko(v/-~(~ - 6)), where ~ > 6 is fixed. 
Thus, we have shown that 
Ko(x /~(y  - 6)) u2(y, ~) <~ - -  y >~ y* .  
KO(X/~(y* - 6)) uz(y*, ~)' 
Finally, Eq. (2.12) of Zirbel (1997) shows that v2(z,~)=u2(49(z),~) since Yl = ~b(Zt). 
Setting z* = ~b-l(y *) finishes the proof. [] 
6. Centroid and dispersion for d = 2 and /l > 0 
In this section we consider the asymptotic growth rate of glct[ 2 and trEDt in a 
two-dimensional isotropic Brownian flow with strictly positive top Lyapunov exponent 
2. We impose two conditions on the initial measure M0: for some e > 0, 
f Mo(dx)e ~lxl < (6.1) +oo, 
fMo(dX) fyMO(dy)  l 4x Ix - y[~ < +cx). (6.2) 
The first condition requires the mass to be localized in space. The second condition 
will be satisfied, for example, if the diffuse component of Mo has a bounded ensity 
with respect o Lebesgue measure. We also need a condition on the covariance b of 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose d=2,  2 > 0, and conditions (6.1)-(6.3) hold. Then, for some 
finite C and all t >>, 2, 
[E[Ct[ z - 2boPot[ <~ C log t, 
[tr EDt - 2b0( 1 - p0)t] ~< C log t. 
the flow (recall (2.2)): 
fO °° [bL(Z) -[- bN(Z)[ < 4-00. (6.3) dz z 
This requires a moderate rate of decay of the spatial correlations in the flow. 
Recall that P0 is the sum of the squares of the masses of the atoms of M0 and m is 
the density of the speed measure of the separation process Zt = [Ftx - Fty[. 
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Moreover, if Mo is diffuse, then for K 9iven in Lemmas 3.2 and 5.1, 
EIC, I 2 ~/~ f0 ~ dy(bL(y) + bN(y))m(y) log t, t --~ ~x~, 
2bot - tr EDt ~ ~ dy(bL(y) + bu(y))m(y) log t, t --~ oc. 
When the flow is incompressible and l imz~ z2bL(z)=O, the constant on the right 
side equals" 0 and these read 
EICtl 2 =o( logt ) ,  t--~e~, 
O<~2bot - tr EDt=o(logt), t--+oc. 
This result is almost as striking as the result for d ~> 3 and ,~ > 0, except that here the 
deviations of EI Ctl 2 and trEDt from their linear asymptotes are of the order log t. Still, 
this is very small! The exact rate of growth of EICt[ 2 when the flow is incompressible 
and M0 is diffuse is not known. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Eq. (2.8) shows that the statements concerning trEDt are 
identical to the corresponding statements about El C t[ 2. 
We treat the diffuse case first. By Eq. (2.11), 
EICt]2= f(o, oc) P(dz)EZ fot ds f(Zs), 
where p is defined in (2.9), f =bL+bu, and Z is the separation process Zt = ]F~x-Fo'] 
of  Section 3. Let us call the right-hand side L(t). It is increasing since C is a martingale. 
By (2.12), the Laplaee-Stieltjes transform/~ of L has the decomposition 
L(°Q = h(~) la(0,~) P(dz) f(o, co) dyvl(z /x y,o~)v2(zV y,cQf(y)m(y). (6.4) 
We will make use of the results on h,/)l,V2 and m established in Sections 3 and 5 to 
find the asymptotic behavior of L(~) as ~ ~ 0. We set the reference value c equal to 
1 in this section. 
We will use the dominated convergence theorem to show that the iterated integral 
in (6.4) converges to p(O, cx~)f~ dy f (y )m(y)  as ~---~ 0. We break the integral into 
three parts, over 
(i) 0<z<l ,  l <~ y < cx~ or l <~z < cx~, O<~ y < l, 
(ii) 0<z< 1, 0~<y< 1, 
(iii) l~<z<~,  l~<y<~.  
We will go region by region giving a function dominating the integrand, then showing 
that this function is integrable. 
(i) In this region, we have zAy  < 1 and zVy>~l,  so 
vl(zA y, ct)<,l and vz(zV y,~)<~l. 
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Thus, the integrand is dominated by If(y)lm(y). This is integrable at c~ by Lemma 
3.2 and assumption (6.3). It is integrable near 0 by Lemma 3.1 and our assumption 
that 2 > 0. The integral over z is no problem since p is a finite measure. 
(ii) In this region Vl(Z A y, ~)~< 1 as above and v2(z V y, ~) is decreasing in ct, so for 
all ~ < ~ the integrand is dominated by 
v2(z V y, ~)[f(y)lm(y). 
We need to choose 5 so that this function is integrable. From (5.2) we have 
v2(zV y,~)<~B4(~)(zV y) ~-(R4a), y, zC(0 ,1) .  
The exponent 7_(R4~) increases to -v  as fi + 0. Choose ~ small enough that 7_(R4~) ---- 
-v  - e for the e of condition (6.2). In addition, f is bounded and m(y) ~ (2//~L)y v-1 
as y ~ 0 by Lemma 3.1, so 
[f(y)[m(y)<<.Cy v-l, y < 1. 
Integrability of v2(z V y, ~)[f(y)[m(y) is shown by the computation 
~(i, 1) P(dZ) foi dy(z V y)-V-~ yv-l = f(o, 1) P(dz) ( ( l + l ) z-e - ! ) , 
which is finite by condition (6.2) on M0. 
(iii) In this region, v2(z V y,7)~< 1, so the integrand is dominated by 
/)I(Z/~ y, ~)[f(y)lm(y) 
for all ct less than some ~ to be chosen shortly. By (5.1) and the asymptotics of Bessel 
functions, Vl satisfies 
Vl(Z' A Y,~) ~ t~t iz'~K2x/~(z/xy)~-~2~j'~ , y,z >~ l. 
NOW choose ~ strictly less than (e/K2) 2, using e from condition (6.1). Also, Lemma 
(3.2) shows that for some constant C, re(y)<<. Cy for y ~> 1. Integrability is shown by 
the calculation 
~o~ p(dz) /~  dyeX2V'~(zAY)[f(y)[y 
<<. fl°~ p(dz) [2bo f1~ dy yeX2V~y + eK2"F~  dy,f(y),yl . 
The first integral inside the brackets may be evaluated explicitly. The second integral is 
decreasing in z, and is finite for z= 1 by condition (6.3). Condition (6.1) then shows 
that the integral with respect o z is finite. 
We now apply the dominated convergence theorem to the iterated integral 
in (6.4). Note that vl (z, ~) and v2(z, ~) go to 1 as ~ ~ 0 since s(0) and s(oo) are infinite 
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(see Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) of Zirbel (1997)). Thus, 
L(~) f~  lira = p(0, oo) dyf(y)m(y). ~10 h(~) 
The right-hand side is finite by our assumption (6.3) and the fact that m is linear near 
oo (Lemma 3.2). Lemma (5.1) gives h(x)~(K/2)logl/~ as ~---~0 since 2 > 0. We 
have assumed that P0 = 0, so that p(0, ~)= 1. Thus, 
lim L(z¢) K f~  1 -- 2 Jo dy(bL(y) + bN(y))m(y). ~10 log 
Recall from Lemma 3.3 that the integral on the fight-hand side equals 0 for incom- 
pressible flows, provided that lim . . . .  Z2bL(z )  = O. 
The Tauberian theorem (see Theorem 1.1 of Zirbel, 1997) yields 
lira L(t) K ~o ~ t~  log t - 2 dy(bL(y) + bN(y))m(y), 
even when the right-hand side is 0. This settles the diffuse case. 
Finally, we establish the first two claims of the theorem. First, by (2.11), 
fo /0' IEICtl 2 - 2bopot I <~ p(dz)U ds If(Z0l.  ,cx~) 
Call the fight-hand side L~. It is increasing. Its Laplace-Stieltjes transform / f  has a 
decomposition of the form (6.4), but with [fJ replacing f .  As above, the integrand is 
dominated by an integrable function, so we find 
La(~) ~0 ~ lim -- p(0, oo) dy ]f(y)lm(y). ~0 h(~) 
The fight-hand side is finite by (6.3). As above, the Taubefian theorem yields 
/o L"( t )~p(O,  oo) dylbL(y)+bN(Y)lm(y)logt, t---~oc 
whence L~(t)<~Clogt for t~>2 and some finite C. E3 
7. Centroid and dispersion for d = 2 and )o < 0 
In this section we consider the asymptotic growth rate of E ICtl 2 and tr EDt in two- 
dimensional isotropic Brownian flows with strictly negative top Lyapunov exponent )~. 
We impose a localization condition on the initial measure M0: 
' M0 (dx)e ~lxl <+~ (7.1) 
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for some e > 0. We need three conditions on the covariance b of the flow: 
lirnoo zb~(z) = 0, (7.2) 
~0 °° IbN(z) bL(Z) -- <oo, dz ZbtL(Z)l (7.3) 
~ oo dzz IZb~v(z) - b~(z) - zb~'(z)[ <co.  (7.4) 
These are exactly the conditions of Lemma 5.2. Essentially, we need bL and bN to 
decay like z -1-~. 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose d=2,  2 < 0, and conditions (7.1)-(7.4) hold. Then, as t---*oo, 
2bot - E[Ct[ 2 ~ A3t 
log t '  (7.5) 
A3t 
tr EDt ~ log t '  (7.6) 
where A3 is a finite constant 9iven by 
4 0/ / 
A3 = ~-  Mo(dx) Mo(dy)(s(Ix - Yl) - s(0)). (7.7) 
Here s is the scale function of  Z, and K= limz~oo s(z)/ logz. 
Whether M0 is diffuse or not, EICt] 2 grows linearly. The t / logt  term is a big cor- 
rection, but still of lower order. Thus, translation of the mass distribution is strong. On 
the other hand, dispersion relative to the center of mass is sublinear, though barely so. 
Dispersion is thus weaker than in the case of a positive top Lyapunov exponent. The 
leading constant A3 is larger if the flow itself is more energetic (b0 larger), or if the 
initial mass distribution is more spread out. 
Proof  of Theorem 7.1. The two claims of the theorem are identical by Eq. (2.8). By 
(2.10), 
L /0' 2bot - EICtl 2 = 2bot - p(dz)E ~ ds f (Zs)  ,c~) 
fo /o' = p(dz)E z dso(Z,), ,oo) 
where p is defined in (2.9) and we have set 9=2b0 - f=2b0 - bL - bN. Note that 
9(0) = 0, 9 is quadratic near 0, 9 is positive, and 9(z )~ 2b0 as z ~ cx~, in contrast o 
the function f in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
Let L( t )= f(o, oo~ P(dz)E2fo ds O(Zs). Then by (2.12), the Laplace-Stieltjes transform 
of L satisfies 
L(~) = h(~) f(0,~) p(dz)f(o,~) dyv , (zAy ,  cOv2(zVy,~)9(y)m(y ). (7.8) 
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We claim that lim~+0c~log(1/c0L(c0=A3, the constant defined in (7.7). Once we 
have shown this, the Tauberian theorem (see Theorem 1.1 of Zirbel, 1997) yields 
l imt~(l/t)(logt)L(t) =A3, which is the claim of the theorem. 
Our task is more difficult than it was in the proof of Theorem 6.1 because the double 
integral in (7.8) blows up as c~ ~ 0. Finding its asymptotic behavior is a delicate matter. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 5.1, h(c~)--~s(c)- s(O) as c~--~0, so this factor is no 
problem. 
Recall Lemma 5.3, from which we obtain bounds on vz(z, ~) for z ~>z*. We will set 
the reference location c equal to z*. We will break the region of integration for the 
iterated integral in (7.8) into four parts: 
(i) 0~<z<z*, z<~y<z*, 
(ii) 0~<z<oc,  O<y<zAz*, 
(iii) z*<~z<oo, z*<.y<z, 
(iv) 0~<z<oc,  z*Vz<~y<oo. 
We will show that the integrals over regions ( i ) - ( i i i )  are finite, so they do not con- 
tribute to the limit of  ~log(1/c0L(~). Then we deal with region (iv). 
We need the following bounds for regions (i) and (ii): As y---+0, 9 is quadratic 
(see Section 3) and m(y) is asymptotic to (2//3L)y v-I from Lemma 3.1, so g(y)rn(y) 
I from is asymptotic to C1 y~.+l as y ~ 0. But v + 1 = 22//~L + 1 = ~N/~L, and ~N/[tL >~ 
Baxendale and Harris (1986). Thus, for some constant C2, we have 
g(y)m(y)<~C2y 1/3, 0<y~<z*.  
Also, from Eq. (5.2), there exist functions B4 and 7- such that 
v2(y, ~) ~ B4(cQy ~'-(K4~), y <~z*. 
Here 7-(K4e) is negative but increases to 0 as ~ ~ 0. 
Finally, from the discussion at the beginning of Section 5, 
vl(z,~)~< 1, z~z*, 
v2(z,~)~< 1, z>~z*, 
with equality at z*. 
(i) In this region Vl(ZAy,:~)<<. 1 and V2(zV y,c~) is decreasing, so the portion of 
the double integral in (7.8) corresponding to region (i) is less than 
fo ~* p(dz) f f*  dyv2(y,~)g(y)m(y). 
This decreases as ~ decreases. We only need to show that it becomes finite at some 
point. The integrand is bounded above by B4(o~)C2y ~-(K4~)+1/3, and for e small enough, 
this is less than B4(cQC2(z* V 1) 1/3. For such c~, the integral over this region is finite, 
so the contribution from region (i) is finite. 
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(ii) In this region, vl(z A y, ~) ~< 1. In addition, vz(z V y, ~) is decreasing in z, so the 
integral is less than 
O~ zAz*  
fO P(dz)v2(z Az*' °O JO / dy y(y)m(y). 
This is decreasing as c~ decreases. Using the bounds given above on 9(y)m(y) and 
v2(y,c 0, we see that this integral is less than 
f0 °O A Z :~ (K4~) A Z* )4/3 p( dz )Ba ( oO(z 3 C2(z 
which is finite for c~ small enough. Thus, the contribution from region (ii) is finite. 
(iii) In this region v2(z V y, ~)~< 1 and 9(Y) is bounded, so we consider 
/z; p(dz) dyvl(y, oOm(y ).
This decreases as ~ decreases. By Lemma 3.2, m is approximately inear as y ~ oc, so 
m(y) is bounded above by C3y for all y>>,z*. Also, by Eq. (5.1) and the asymptotics 
of Bessel functions, 
vl(y,~)<~BI2(~)C4 eK2v~y, y>~z*. 
Thus, the integral above is bounded by 
f~?  p(dz) f~  dy B~ (~)C4e K2 v/~y C3y 
which is finite for sufficiently small ~ by condition (7.1) on Mo. 
(iv) In this region zAy=z and zVy=y.  We claim that 
f0 ~ fzv ° _ A3 (7.9) lim~10 glog ~1 p(dZ)Vl(Z,g) z* dyv2(y,~)g(y)m(y) s(z*) - s(O) 
Here is our approach: By Lemma 5.3, for y>~z*, v2(y,~) is bounded above and below 
by 
Ko(v/~(cb(y) +6)) 
Ko(V'~(q~(z* ) 4- 6))' 
where cb(z*)> 6 >~ 0. The positive sign is used for the upper bound, the negative sign 
for the lower bound. This gives upper and lower bounds on the quantity in the limit 
in (7 .9 ) :  
/0 L ° c~log 1 p(dz)Vl(Z,C 0 dy 9(y)m(y). 
K0(v/2~(q~(y) 4- a)) 
c~ z* K0(x/~(~b(z*) 4- 6)) 
We will show that, regardless of the sign of 6, this converges to the limit claimed 
above. 
First, an easy simplification. By the asymptotics of Bessel functions, 
lim log 1/~ = lim log 1/c~ = 2. 
~1o K0(v/2~(~b(z*)4-6)) ~+0 - log( lx/~-~(~b(z* ) 4- 6)) 
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We are left with evaluating the limit 
£ /z; lim p(dz)vl(z,c 0 dy 2~Ko(v/~(O(y) ± 3))9(y)m(y). ~0 z* 
Change variables by letting x= v~(~b(y)±6) .  Recall that ~b(y) equals .]]Y ds/o(s), 
where o (s ) - -X /2 (b0-  bL(s)). We obtain 
1~ ~o '~ p(dz)v,(z,c 0 fo ~ dxI~(x)Ko(x)x/~(gma)(dp ' (~T(5) ) .  (7.10) 
The function Iz is the indicator of the interval [x/~(~b(z V z*) i 3), oc). We will use 
the dominated convergence theorem. First we find a function dominating the integrand 
and show that it is integrable. Then we evaluate the limit of the integrand. 
The function z H Vl (z, e) is increasing, so Vl (z, c~) ~< vl (z V z*, c~) for all z > 0. The 
function ~b is asymptotically linear near oc, so its inverse ~b i is also. Thus, for some 
positive constants C1 and C2, 
(~ l(u)<<.Clu+C2, u>~4)(z*). 
Also, g and a are bounded and m(y) is linear as y--~ oc, so for positive constants C3 
and (74, 
(gma)(y)<~C3y+ C4, y>~zVz*. 
Combining these two inequalities, we see that for all x in the support of 1~ (i.e., 
x/> v~(¢(z v z*) i ~)), 
(gmcr)(q~-' (~-£T8)) ~ C3q~-1 (~ / ::~ -~- C4 
~- C4. 
Moreover, we may choose C2 >~ C13, so that the right-hand side is positive for all x >10. 
Thus, for all x,z>~O, the integrand in (7.10) is bounded above by 
vl (z V z*, :OKo(x)(Csx + C6~), (7.1 1 ) 
where C5 CIC3 and C6=C3(C2TC1(~)+C4 . This bound is decreasing as a function 
of a, so we need only show that it is integrable for a small enough. 
The x and z integrals separate. The z integral, f~  p(dz)vl(z V z*, a), is finite for 
small enough by the bound (5.1) on vl and the exponential condition (7.1) on M0. 
The x integral is 
fo ° dxKo(x)(Csx + C6 v/~). 
This is finite since f~  dxKo(x)x =-  f~(xKl(x))' dx = 1 and J~ dxKo(x)< oc. 
Now, we evaluate the limit as ~-÷0 of the integrand in (7.10). First, the limit of 
vj(z, cO is given in (2.9) of Zirbel (1997): 
s (z )  - s(O) 
lira vl(z, cO-- 
~o s (z* )  - s(O)" 
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The function lz converges to 1 as ~ ~ 0. Finally, letting fl =x/v/~ and then ? = ~b-l(fl), 
q: 6 = l im x ~o p--.o~  (gma)(O-l(fl)) 
x 
= r--oolim ~ (gma)(y) 
= l im Y ~--.~ x~ 5 o(~)__ ~(~) 
1 =* 2v oZbo o 2v o 
4b0 
- -  X ,  
K 
using the asymptotic behavior of ~b from (5.3), of m from Lemma 3.2, and of ~ 
(defined above (7.10)). 
Applying the dominated convergence theorem to (7.10), the limit is 
4b°fo°~ s~S(sO~)o. A3 p(  dz  ) - - t ) -  t ) s(z*)-s(O) 
since f~  dxxKo(x) = 1. Thus, the limits of our upper and lower bounds are the same, 
and we have proven claim (7.9) about the integral over region (iv). 
We refer again to Eq. (7.8). We know from Lemma 5.1 that h(~)--~s(z*)- s(O) 
as ~ ~ 0. As for the double integral in (7.8), the integrals over regions ( i ) -( i i i )  are 
finite, so they do not contribute. The limit of the integral over region (iv) is given by 
(7.9). Thus, lim~oc~log(1/~)L(~)=A3, as claimed below (7.8). Now, the Tauberian 
theorem yields limt~(1/t)(logt)L(t)=A3, which is the claim of the theorem. 
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